Contact Us:
Office
2600 Wadsworth Blvd
Wheat Ridge, CO
303.238.7711 ex 124
Campsite
11583 Camp Eden Rd.
Golden, CO
303.642.3683
Email
Info@campeden.org
Website
www.campeden.org
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Being last is not a well-regarded
position in our competitive world.
Jesus has a different value system,
though. In Mark 9, upon hearing the
disciples argue about who would be
greatest in the kingdom, Jesus passes on the
secret of true greatness — “If any man desire to
be first, the same shall be last of all.”

At Camp Eden, we value biblical servant leadership.
We want to help instill the biblical values of hard work,
service, leadership, and compassion in the next generation
of leaders. Our LAST program is designed to do just that.

Camper Requirements
LAST Camp is for teens who have made a profession of faith in Jesus Christ
and demonstrate a sincere desire to learn and grow in their relationship
with Him.
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Leadership is a
stewardship. The key to
good stewardship is
faithfulness (1 Cor. 4:2).
Camp provides a testing
ground for faithfulness.
Long hours, challenging
work, and other people
will allow the
faithfulness of
leadership rise to the
surface. Camp provides
a real-time look at
leadership.

LAST camp gives
students the chance to
do hands-on ministry
alongside experienced
ministry workers. This
service provides
invaluable skills, but
also instills a godly
work ethic. Putting into
practice principles of
humility and
teachability makes
service a powerful
classroom for life.

Each LAST camper is
trained just like our
summer staff. Campers
gain tools for
counseling others,
sharing the Gospel,
and maintaining godly
relationships. In
addition, each camper
is paired with an older
staff member with
whom they pray, learn,
and serve.
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Oversight
Randy Vawter is the Director of Camp Eden and an Assistant Pastor
at Beth Eden Baptist Church. He has been working with students
for over 10 years. Randy’s ministry is centered on mentoring and
discipling young people into effective biblical ministry. He is
a big fan of both coffee and Coca-cola, but is not
dependent on either (probably).
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